ABSTRACT. Il f: R -* R is a quasiconformal homeomorphism of Riemann surfaces, then Marden showed that / naturally induces an isomorphism of the corresponding Hilbert spaces of square integrable first-order differential forms.
homeomorphism f: R -* R of Riemann surfaces which was introduced by Marden [6] , A study of / shows that it preserves many of the important subspaces and that it has norm K(/) , where K(f) is the maximal dilatation of /. Also, a quasiconformal mapping f: R -* R' induces an isomorphism /£: Yh(R') -» Yh(R) of square integrable harmonic differentials. Again, many important subclasses of 1. Semiexact differentials and orthogonal decompositions.
In this section we shall discuss the subspace of semiexact differentials, identify its orthogonal complement and derive several other related orthogonal decompositions. All of these results will be employed later.
Definition. Let R be a Riemann surface, (
ii) T (R) is the closure of r'(R)nr'(i) in T(R)
. Proof. Obviously, T1 C T" n Y1. Now let o> e T O T1 C T n Y1 = rl. Corollary. Ybse(R) = Ysg(R) P Yh(R).
The next result gives several useful orthogonal decompositions involving Ysg.
Proposition 2. (i) Yse(R) = Yco(R) <B (Yhse(R) n Y*e(R)).
mYse(R) = Yhse(R)<BYeo(R).
(m) rc(R) = rse(R)(fir*jR).
Proof, (i) This follows in a simple manner from the decomposition I"1 = Y since / is quasiconformal. Now, Proof. We will show that o 1 Yg*; the result then follows since Y = Yco © r*. Take dh e Yg and let ß be a regular region on R such that co * 0 in R ~ Q. Next, f"(Y (R')) = T (R). We will prove that /"(T* (R')) C Yip) which
suffices. Let w' e T* (R*) C T (R'), then /"(«') eT (R) and has compact supc c
port. From Proposition 5 we conclude that / (a1) £ Y (R).
/* is an isomorphism of Y oe(R') onto Ycoe(R).
As is typical we will just
show that /" maps Ylco(R') n T^(R') into rcoe(R). Let ag er*o(R') n P^R'),
Note that g °f is continuous on R, has compact support and has square integrable distributional derivatives. In turn this will enable us to show that /* maps rjc(R') onto Tse(R).
Proposition 6. Suppose that f: R -» R is a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism, f : R -» R C R is a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism, (f )°°_0 converges uniformly to f on compact subsets of R and \\df -df \\K -» 0 for some compact set KCR. For ú>' eT(R') let /^W) denote the image of cor\R^ under f", then 11/ V) -/>')||K -* 0 for all co' £ Y(r').
Proof. First, an elementary argument shows that we need only establish the result for a>' £ Y (R1) and when K is a compact subset of some parametric disk V. In the following we make the abuse of notation that /*(<*)') also represents a 
There is a compact set K' C R' such that f(K) C K' and fn(K) C K1 for all n which contradicts the definition of the norm of / . This establishes the theorem.
Corollary. The isomorphism f : Y(R') -» Y(R) is an isometry if and only if
the quasiconformal mapping f: R -* R1 is actually a conformai mapping. Also, f%l(ú)")) = ffeH/ü")) +ú)go where <uM e^tfi). Therefore There is also a counterpart to Theorem 3. f AY, (R1)) = r, (R). As /, is an isomorphism, we may now conclude that /£(rs(R')) = rs(R), a result not always true.
The fact that rt is not preserved by f h is at odds with a result of Marden . From this we can conclude that /¿(Pi0(R')) C I¿*(R). Due to the symmetry of the situation, equality must hold, or /, preserves P? , a result which we know to be generally false.
The preceding indicates the invalidity of the theorem of Marden; it seems worthwhile to isolate the error in his proof. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to paraphrase his proof. Suppose L is the linear functional on P (R) determined by « so that L(w) = / <a = (<u, if/(<A)R for all co £ P (R), and let L be the asso- where ¡' = \<o' £ Yb(R'): \\új'\\r, = 1} is the unit sphere in rè(R') and 7 = f"b(l') = \<ù £Yb(R): \\gnb(oj)\\R, = ll. His "proof" hinges on the fact that the only differential in 7 for which maiwfI(ö, ^Ce))R is attained is ^Ce)/||gi(^Ce))||R7. However, this is generally not the differential for which the maximum is obtained. (ii) The class ()"., is preserved under ho-equivalence.
Proof, (i) From Theorem 7, if /: R -* R is a quasiconformal homeomorphism, then f. maps Y. (R1) onto P (R). Thus, they both have the same dimension.
Recall that Ybg = Ybm © (YbgnY*bsg), so that Ybg/Ybm M Ybg O Y*sg.
Since /. is an isomorphism of Ybe(R') onto Ybg(R) which maps P (R*) onto T. (R), it follows that P (R')/Y, (R1) is isomorphic to P (R)/Y, (R). In (ii) This is a simple consequence of Theorem 8 since /* is an isomorphism of T* (R') onto T* (R). assume that ctj has capacity zero. Necessary and sufficient for ct,x to have capacity zero is that the family of arcs in R* joining dA to a, have infinite extremal length [15, Theorem 4B, . This is the same as saying that the family of arcs in R* ^ A' joining dA to a, has infinite extremal length. Since extremal
